June 2003
OPD
VALVE RELPACEMENT
SPECIAL PROGRAM

There is an inherent danger in replacing OPD valves designed for steel propane
cylinders onto aluminum cylinders. The problem has arisen because very few
dealers stock aluminum compatible valves….they represent a very small
percentage of the retrofit market requirement…. and incompetent dealers are
installing the wrong valves. Steel compatible valves have shorter dip tube
lengths…due to cylinder geometry…resulting in an overfill condition which can
lead to potentially lethal ignition from the venting of excess gas.
In the interest of safety for our membership, arrangements have been made to
allow for direct purchase of the approved valves from a wholesale supply
source. This program is an accommodation to WBCCI from the same source
that supplied Wally Byam’s original Airstream production. Members may buy
these valves in small quantities, usually two, to have them installed by a
qualified LP servicing dealer.
The importance of qualified installation cannot be overemphasized. The old
valve must be removed in a specifically designed fixture…. a monkey wrench
with an extension bar may irrevocably damage the aluminum threads….and the
tank should then be pressure tested and purged. Conventional thread
compound should not be used. Threads on the new valves are precoated with
an approved compound.
These approved valves may be purchased from:
David S. Walsh 614-888-2788
Emerald Isle Distribution emeraldid1@aol.com
6999 Huntley Road
Suite M, Columbus, Ohio 43229
30# Valves are $ 16.95 ea. plus $ 3.00 S&H ea….two valves total $39.90
40# Valves are $ 17.95 ea. plus $ 3.00 S&H ea….two valves total $41.90
Payment may be made Visa or Master Cards (only) or by check, with WBCCI
membership number.
This program may be in effect for a limited period of time. It is therefore
suggested that that if the period of time for cylinder recertification and valve
retrofit is some years downstream, that the valves be purchased at this time

nevertheless.
In the interest of safety to all RV’ers and to viably demonstrate the value of
WBCCI membership, this special program is open to all Airstream products
owners. Members are encouraged to disseminate the availability of this
program to all.
Note: Horizontally mounted cylinders are excepted from the OPD retrofit
requirements. 20# aluminum cylinders may use 30# steel valves, of which there
is ample inventory at dealerships.

